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Abstract: Microbial inoculants are widely accepted as potential alternatives or complements to
chemical fertilizers and pesticides in agriculture. However, there remains a lack of knowledge
regarding their application and effects under field conditions. Thus, a quantitative description
of the scientific literature related to soil microbial inoculants was conducted, adopting a science
mapping approach to observe trends, strengths, and weaknesses of their application during the
period of 2000–2020 and providing useful insights for future research. Overall, the study retrieved
682 publications with an increasing number during the 2015–2020 period, confirming China, India,
and the U.S. as leading countries in microbial inoculants research. Over the last decade, the research
field emphasized the use of microbial consortia rather than single strains, with increasing attention
paid to sustainability and environmental purposes by means of multidisciplinary approaches. Among
the emerging topics, terms such as “persistence” indicate the actual need for detecting and monitoring
the persistence and fate of soil microbial inoculants. On the other hand, the low occurrence of terms
related to failed studies as well as formulation processes may have limited the overall comprehension
of the real potential of microbial inoculants to date. In conclusion, successful application of soil
microbial inoculants in agriculture requires filling the fundamental knowledge gaps related to the
processes that govern dynamics and interactions of the inoculants with soil and its native microbiota.
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1. Introduction
The application of microbial inoculants in agriculture has become a cutting-edge
research topic in recent years, since the use of microorganisms, particularly plant-growthpromoting microorganisms (PGPMs), represents good support for crop production and
protection from pests and pathogens and offers a means to reduce the use of chemical
fertilizer and pesticides [1–7]. Although the application of microbial inoculants has been
carried out since ancient times [8–10], during the last three decades several microbial
inoculants have received increasing attention regarding their commercial potential [11–13].
Microbial inoculants are marketed as alternative or integrative products to conventional
fertilizers and pesticides, thus expanding the farmers’ “friendly management toolbox” and
making their application extremely attractive. Most of the studies conducted on microbial
inoculants over the last decade have revealed significant benefits regarding biotic and
abiotic stresses [14–28]. An enormous variety of microorganisms belonging to several
taxa of fungi and bacteria closely associated with plants and rhizospheric soil can be
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utilized for the formulation of bioproducts for plant growth and protection. It can be
noted that several terms, such as “bio-inocula” or “bioinoculant”, have been commonly
used to refer to biofertilizers or microbial-based products [29–32]. However, despite the
considerable number of studies and evidence of beneficial microorganisms (PGPMs, plant
growth-promoting bacteria (PGPB), biocontrol agents, and biostimulants), the application
of microbial-based products or “microbial inoculants” is still limited and hindered by
several factors [33,34]. In fact, while the vast literature clearly shows their beneficial “traits”,
several issues, such as the potential environmental impact, the fate and the tracking of
the inocula into a new environment [35], and limited knowledge of the interrelationships
occurring between microorganisms and plants, are still considerable barriers for a concrete
adoption. Moreover, the limited understanding of the ecological traits of most soil microbes
is emerging due to the gap between the successful in vitro applications of bioinocula and
their success in field conditions [36–38]. In this scenario, the present works applied a
science mapping approach as a “hand lens” to observe trends, strengths, and weaknesses
of their application and to measure the related scientific production. The science mapping
approach allows for a spatial representation of how disciplines, documents, countries, and
authors are integrated. This approach has been successfully applied to several research
fields to date [39–46]. To the best of our knowledge, the science mapping approach has
never been applied to analyze soil microbial inoculant application.
The present paper reports a science mapping analysis of published soil microbial inoculants research data for the time frame of 2000–2020. The records before 2000 were too few
in number (less than 100) and fragmented. The current work aims to (i) demonstrate the
spatial–temporal evolution of soil microbial inoculant research; (ii) determine the strengths
and the weaknesses of their application, which may serve as a potential guide for future
research as well as to predict emerging topics. Overall, the work provides useful representations for scientific communities engaged in broad and complex microbial-based products
research and policymakers involved in the development of the regulatory process of these
products. The keywords used for the Scopus search were “soil, microorganisms, microbial
inoculants, consortia, bio-inocula, biofertilizer, microbial-based products, bio-effectors,
detection, monitoring, tracking and traceability”. The present exploratory survey opens
opportunities for further thematic, disciplinary, methodological, spatial, and temporal
analysis. Furthermore, it makes a case for consolidated evidence, collaborative writing,
and multidisciplinary research through a “team science” approach [47,48].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Database Search
The Scopus database was consulted on 8 May 2020 and used to retrieve bibliographic
records related to the application and detection of soil microbial inoculants for the period
of 2000–2020. The following keywords were used to identify relevant publications in the
combined fields of title, abstract, and keywords (per publication): Soil AND (microorganism OR microorganisms) AND (microbial AND inoculants OR consortia OR bio-inocula
OR biofertilizer OR bioinoculant OR microbial-based OR bioproducts OR bio-effectors)
AND (detection OR monitoring OR tracking OR traceability). We excluded keywords
that severely restricted the number of relevant publications due to redundant results or
inappropriate occurrences (too high or too low). Words and their combinations were used
to retrieve a significant amount of bibliographic records (about 700 in our case). Then,
the obtained records were checked for their redundancy in order to exclude any overlap
of terms. The Scopus search highlighted similar terms used to refer to microbial-based
products, biofertilizers, bioinoculants, and consortia. This has created some confusion in
the microbial-inoculant literature, making the search to identify the relevant publication
more complex. Moreover, the search was restricted to publications (article, review, book
chapter, book, and short survey) written in English and excluded papers from the subject
areas “medicine”, “pharmacology” and “energy”. The Scopus search was conducted on
8 May 2020, and for this reason, 2020 publications were incomplete, and the results could
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be underestimated. The EndNote file containing the database of the bibliographic records
is reported as Supplementary Material (Table S1).
2.2. Bibliometric Mapping and Clustering
A general quantitative description of the bibliographic records was conducted. A word
cloud chart representing the co-authors’ affiliations of the publications on soil microbial
inoculants application and detection were constructed using different font sizes related
to the number of publications from different countries. The number of publications was
counted, considering all the co-authors of a paper.
Based on the retrieved publications, bibliometric maps were created using the software
VOSviewer version 1.6.5.0 (Centre for Science and Technology Studies, Leiden University, The Netherlands (https://www.vosviewer.com/)). The software was specifically
developed for creating, visualizing, and exploring science’s bibliometric maps [49]. Using
VOSviewer, term maps were produced. A term map, also called a co-word map, is a
two-dimensional representation of a research field, in which strongly related terms are
located close to each other, and the weaker the relationship is between terms, the bigger
the distance is between them. Thus, term maps provide overviews for identifying the
structure of a topic. The terms occurring in titles, abstracts, and keywords of publications
were extracted and represented in the maps as circles. Only terms occurring at least eight
times were extracted from the retrieved publications. The software displays the elements of
maps by using the VOS (Visualization of Similarities) mapping technique, which is closely
related to the multidimensional scaling method [49,50].
The VOS mapping technique allows us to minimize a weighted sum of squared Euclidean distances between all pairs of items through an optimization process. This mapping
approach allows aligning terms on the map in a way that the distance between each pair
of terms represents their similarity as accurately as possible. Before starting with the
analysis in VOSviewer, a thesaurus file (text file) was created to ensure consistency for
different terms’ spelling and synonyms (an example: Actinobacteria and actinobacterium).
VOSviewer also offers the possibility to clean the data by omitting the terms considered
not relevant for analyses. Using this software functionality, cleaning was carried out by
omitting terms related to time, publishers’ names, or terms that could be used ambiguously
(an example: Today or result). It should be noticed, however, that a term map represents a simplified version of reality, and this can lead to loss of information and a partial
representation of the investigated field [51]. This limitation should be considered when
interpreting results.
For the scope of the paper were prepared five maps: (1) A term map inherent the time
frame 2000–2020; (2) a term map on the period 2000–2014; (3) a term map on the period
2015–2020; (4) a term citation; (5) a term year map.
2.3. The Term Map
In a term map, similarities among terms are calculated based on their number of cooccurrences in the title or abstract of the same publication (for further explanation on
the method see [43,44,46,49]). The larger the number of publications in which two terms
co-occur, the stronger the terms are related to each other. Therefore, terms that often
co-occur in the same publications are located close to each other in a term map, and less
strongly related terms (low co-occurrence) are located further away from each other. Each
term is represented by a circle, where its diameter and the size of its label indicate the
number of publications where the term appears in the title, abstract, or keywords. Once
terms are in the map, the next step is to identify clusters of related terms. Mapping and
clustering procedures often rely on different design principles and conventions. However,
as shown by [52], the VOS mapping technique and a weighted and parameterized variant
of modularity-based clustering can both be derived from the same underlying principle.
This justified our choice of a unified approach for mapping and clustering bibliometric
networks. It helps to identify sub-fields or specific sub-topics [48].
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VOSviewer takes a distance-based approach to visualize bibliometric networks and,
by default, applies the association strength normalization. After a normalized network has
been constructed, the next step is to position the nodes in the network in a two-dimensional
space in such a way that strongly related nodes are located close to each other while weakly
related nodes are located far away from each other [53]. For this purpose, VOSviewer uses
a clustering technique that can be seen as a kind of weighted variant-of-modularity-based
clustering [52]. The technique requires an algorithm to solve an optimization problem. For
this purpose, VOSviewer uses the smart local moving algorithm introduced by Waltman
and Van Eck [54]. The software uses a weighted and parameterized variant of modularitybased clustering called VOS clustering technique [52,54]. The assignment of terms to the
same cluster depends on their co-occurrences in the title or abstract of publications. More
specifically, terms that often co-occur are strongly related to each other and are assigned
automatically to the same cluster [55]. Terms with a low co-occurrence or no-occurrences
at all are assigned to different clusters. A cluster that is made up of terms of the same
colors represents a research theme in which one or more research topics can be identified.
Although VOSviewer offers the option of changing the number of clusters by changing
the resolution parameters, was used the default setting of one. The same approach has
been applied to the bibliographic information on the same publication dataset in order to
observe the countries of the co-authorship map to observe the collaborative clustering of
the countries based on soil microbial inoculants application and detection publications.
2.4. The Term Year Map
In the case of the term year map, the color of a term indicates the average publication
year of all the publications in which the term occurs. As for the previous term citation map,
colors that range from blue (mean year term presence 2010 or earlier), to green (2013) to
red (2016 or later) were used. Therefore, blue terms are those occurring mainly in older
publications, while red terms occur mainly in more recent publications. Only a subset of
all labels used to avoid overlapping labels is displayed in the maps. The mean values of
the average publication year for each group obtained by the cluster analysis was tested on
the null hypothesis of the same median (Kruskal-Wallis test), the distributions not being
normal (Shapiro-Wilk test), and homoscedasticity (Levene test); Mann-Whitney pairwise
comparisons Bonferroni corrected post hoc test was applied. Basic statistics were performed
using the software Past version 2.17 (Paleontological Museum, Oslo, Norway) [56].
2.5. The Term Citation Map
In addition, it also produced the term citation map. A term citation map analyzes the
scientific impact of specific topics, whereas a term year map performs a timeline analysis
of the research topics. More specifically, in the term citation map, the color of a term
is determined by the average citation impact of the publications where the term occurs,
thus reflecting the average citation impact for the term rather than by cluster (as in the
term map). The number of citations of each publication to avoid biases related to the
age of a publication (older publications are expected to be more cited) is divided by the
average number of citations of all publications appearing in the same year. This produces a
publication’s normalized citation score ranging from 0.5 to 2. In the map, the colors are
assigned according to the score, ranging from blue (average score of 0.5) to green (average
score of 1.25) to red (average score of 2). Therefore, a blue (cold) or red (hot) term indicates
that publications in which the term occurs have low or high average citation impacts,
respectively [57]. The mean values of the average publication year for each group obtained
by the cluster analysis was tested on the null hypothesis of the same median (KruskalWallis test), the distributions not being normal (Shapiro-Wilk test), and homoscedasticity
(Levene test); Mann-Whitney pairwise comparisons Bonferroni corrected post hoc test was
applied. Basic statistics were performed using the software Past [56]
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2.6. Limitations
There are some limitations in the term map analysis regarding both the production
and the exploration of results. The interpretation of a bibliometric map is not always
straightforward. There are mainly two kinds of limitations with the use of such a technique:
Those generated by the data, and those imposed by the map. During the creation of the
bibliometric dataset, the record’s availability could be limited, and potentially contain a
certain amount of noise (mainly due to the arbitrary keywords’ choice for the primary
search). The synonyms and homonyms represent another kind of problem that could arise
(although this is usually solved with an accurate thesaurus realization). The visualization
through maps is generally used for orientations using a simplified representation of reality.
Such a representation implies a loss of information. VOSviewer generates an inevitable
loss of information due to the two-dimensional representation of the terms in a Euclidean
space. Despite these limitations, depending on researcher errors and bibliometric mapping
constrains, term map analysis represents a useful tool to support experts to improve their
knowledge on a particular domain [48].
3. Results
3.1. Publication Trends: Countries, Subject Category, Journals
A total of 682 scientific publications were retrieved from Scopus database (Available
online: https://www.scopus.com/ (accessed on 8 May 2020), encompassing over 20 years.
Approximately 88% of them are research papers, while the remaining 12% is distributed
as follows: 8.2% reviews, 3% book chapters, and 0.8% short surveys. There were 152 different journals’ published papers regarding the topic. The top ten journals, in terms of
number of papers, are: Applied and Environmental Microbiology (n = 33; 5.3%), Applied
Microbiology and Biotechnology (n = 30; 4.8%), Science of Total Environment (n = 29; 4,7%),
Environmental Science and Pollution Research (n = 27; 4.3%), Chemosphere (n = 25; 4.05%),
Journal of Hazardous Materials (n = 25; 4.05%), FEMS Microbiology Ecology (n = 23; 3.7%),
International Biodeterioration and Biodegradation (n = 16; 2.6%), Plant and Soil (n = 16;
2.6%), and Biodegradation (n = 15; 2.43%) (Table 1). Figure 1 shows the number of papers
regarding soil microbial inoculants application and detection, published from 2000 to 2020.
Two periods were analyzed: 2000–2014 and 2015–2020, in order to have a homogeneous
number of papers in the two groups.
Table 1. The most productive journals in soil microbial inoculants application research.
Rank.

Journal

n◦ Publications

% Frequencies

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Applied and Environmental Microbiology
Applied Microbiology and Biotechnology
Science of the Total Environment
Environmental Science and Pollution Research
Chemosphere
Journal of Hazardous Materials
FEMS Microbiology Ecology
International Biodeterioration and Biodegradation
Plant and Soil
Biodegradation
Journal of Environmental Management
Soil Biology and Biochemistry
Journal of Applied Microbiology
Microbiological Research
Environmental Science and Technology
Microbial Ecology
Plos One
Others

33
30
29
27
25
25
23
16
16
15
15
15
13
13
12
12
12
286

5.3
4.9
4.7
4.4
4.1
4.1
3.7
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.4
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
0.3

16
17
18

Microbial Ecology
Plos One
Others
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During 2000–2014, the total number of publications was lower (46.6%) compared
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the ones published during the 2015–2020 period (53.4%). The number of publications
slowly increased from 2009, paving the way for a significant increase after 2014.
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Table 2. The top ten subject categories publishing at least 15 papers.
Subject Category

n◦ of Publications

% Frequencies

Environmental Science
Immunology and Microbiology
Agricultural and Biological Sciences
Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology
Chemistry
Chemical Engineering
Earth and Planetary Sciences
Materials Science
Multidisciplinary
Engineering
Others

362
267
266
190
54
44
23
18
17
15
15

28.5
21.0
20.9
14.9
4.2
3.5
1.8
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.2

Authors representing a total of 71 countries published at least 1 paper focused on
soil microbial inoculant application and related issues such as soil microbial community,
bioremediation, biodegradation, and soil microbial inoculant detection. Figure 2 shows
the word cloud chart—representing the countries with the highest number of publications:
China (12.8%, n = 120), India (10.8%, n = 101), United States (9.95%, n = 93), Germany (4.9%,
n = 46), Spain (4.3%, n = 40), France, as well as Italy with the same statistics (3.9%, n = 37),
and Australia (3.8%, n = 36). In total, Europe accounts for 39.4% of publications.
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word cloud chart—representing the countries with the highest number of publications:
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and Australia (3.8%, n = 36). In total, Europe accounts for 39.4% of publications.
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3.2. An Overview of the Research Term World Evolution
Figure 4 shows the 134 terms map covering the period from 2000 to 2014. The terms
displayed on the map are grouped into three clusters. The red cluster (right side of the
map) is mainly represented by the terms related to the use of microorganisms in agricul-
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Figure 4 shows the 134 terms map covering the period from 2000 to 2014. The terms
displayed on the map are grouped into three clusters. The red cluster (right side of the map)
is mainly represented by the terms related to the use of microorganisms in agriculture and
related issues, such as “application”, “inoculant” or “bioinoculant”, “treatment”, “biocontrol agent”, but also “field trial”, “rhizobacteria”, “efficacy”, “solubilization”, and “trait”.
The blue cluster (upper side) grouped terms are related to microbial “species”, but also microbes and “community structure”, showing terms dealing with technical/methodological
issues like “PCR”, “16sRNA gene”, and “relative abundance”. The green cluster (left side
of the map) grouped terms such as “consortia”, “isolate”, and “concentration”, as well as
terms associated with the development of the microbial inoculants, that start from microbial
“isolation” and the search for desirable “traits”. This cluster also grouped terms related to9 of 22
soil microbial inoculants application (“biostimulation”, “degradation” or “biodegradation”,
“bioremediation”, and “PAH degradation”) showing the widest used inoculants (“Plant
growth-promoting rhizobacteria [PGPR]”, “Pseudomonas”, “Enterobacter”).
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such as “species”, “consortia”, “incubation”, “efficiency”, “isolation”, “PAH degradation”,
“hydrocarbon degradation”, “remediation”, and “accumulation”. Most of these terms have
the increasing research trend of the latest years. The map also shows a higher occurrenc
been observed in the previous maps (Figures 4 and 5), but in the current map they are
of the term “detection” that identifies a new trend in the methodology. In line with thi
displayed with a higher occurrence in agreement with the increasing research trend of the
consideration, terms as “microcosm”, “anaerobic condition”, and “GC-MS” are referred
latest years. The map also shows a higher occurrence of the term “detection” that identifies
to different methodological trends.
a new trend in the methodology. In line with this consideration, terms as “microcosm”,
“anaerobic condition”, and “GC-MS” are referred to different methodological trends.
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2000–2008 can be considered as the beginning “blooming era” of microbial inoculants in
agriculture. Nowadays, the application of microbial inoculants is quickly spreading in a
context where humanity is facing high food demand, loss of cultivable land, and climate
change with severe environmental impacts [3,29,36,38]. The urgent need for research investment in the microbial-based products for agriculture is mirrored by significant and
exponentially increasing publication numbers. Despite the ancient traces of the existence
of microbial inoculants, this finding highlights the renewed interest of the scientific community in microbial inoculant research and development, considering the environment
status and the increasing food demand. It is a common belief that conventional agricultural management is not sustainable anymore [58–62]. Indeed, the excessive or improper
application of chemical fertilizers and pesticides caused severe and adverse effects on the
environment, and now there are efforts to strengthen and reduce their harmful impacts
on the environment [63]. In this scenario, it is striking to observe how “environmental
science, immunology, and microbiology” represent about the 50% of published papers, thus
reflecting the actual research trend trajectory and agreeing with the main focus of journals
that showed the highest number of publications: Applied and Environmental Microbiology,
Applied Microbiology and Biotechnology, and FEMS Microbiology Ecology. All these
journals focus mainly on microbiology and applied microbiology subjects, while Science
of Total Environment is a multidisciplinary journal. Environmental Science and Pollution
Research, Chemosphere, and Journal of Hazardous Materials report a broad environmental
research field with emphasis on chemical compounds and bioremediation. In fact, although
the agricultural sector is the main purpose of microbial inoculants, these can also be used
for soil bioremediation, as well as for plant protection [64,65]. These findings suggest the
multidisciplinary character of the research carried out on soil microbial inoculants.
Furthermore, the research interest is shared by 71 countries contributing with at
least one paper to the bibliometric data set. The leading countries in microbial inoculants
research are China, India, USA, and Germany, followed by Spain, France, and Italy. China
leads the number of patents related to microbial inoculants accounting for more than
800 patents, followed by India with more than 100 [29]; thus, it is not surprising that these
countries lead the research in microbial inoculants worldwide, accounting for 12.8% and
10.8%, respectively, of all the related publications. Interestingly, it was recently reported
that Argentina and India are in the top ten countries for the application of inoculants
or ‘biofertilizers’ [29]. In contrast, the present study estimates that Argentina accounts
for 1.6% of publications. However, in the USA, around 15% of the area cropped with
soybean is inoculated with microbial inoculants [29]. This is not surprising looking at the
Scopus database research results, where United States accounted for 9.95% of the total
publications. However, in the present survey, it emerges that European countries contribute
to the microbial inoculant research representing alone 39.4% of the publication number.
This clearly highlights the European situation, where this kind of product is consistently
produced and commercialized. Bashan and co-workers estimated that the market value of
plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria/bacteria (PGPR/PGPB), biological control agents,
and biostimulants was valued at USD 6.00 Billion in 2016, and that this will grow following
an annual rate of 13.8% up to more than 14.5 Billion by 2023, whereas it is predicted
that demand for chemical-based products such as pesticides is expected to decline due to
emerging regulatory issues and consumer demand for food with low chemical residues [38].
For example, the EU has set a goal to replace 50% of chemical pesticide usage with biological
solutions by 2030 [66]. Moreover, a recent review underlined the emerging EU demand
for bio-based products, including microbial-based products, estimated to grow up to
€50 Billion by 2030 [67]. The review surveyed the state of the art, the challenges, and the
needs for EU action, also looking, for example, at the EU’s demand for bio-based products.
Microbial-based products fall into this subject, which aims to implement a systematic
approach to food and agriculture, reducing the chemical and pesticides inputs for healthy
soil, for sustainable management of the environmental resources.
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4.2. Research Term World Evolution and Their Citation Impacts
The evolution of the terms describing the “microbial inoculants” related research
topics during the 2000–2020 period is displayed on world term maps (Figures 4–6), where
such terms are grouped in three different clusters. The first cluster (red color,) includes
terms related or describing the “application” of bioinoculants. Terms frequently used in
early publications (2000–2014) are “inoculant”, “bioinoculant”, “rhizobacteria”, “biological
agent”, “application”, “field conditions”, and the “efficacy” due to agricultural beneficial
“traits”. Together with further recurrent terms like “plant’, “treatments”, “pathogen”,
“biocontrol agent”, “growth”, and “plant growth promotion”, suggest that microorganisms were typically used in biocontrol or to promote plant growth. This observation also
agrees with the occurrence of terms like “sustainable agriculture” in more recent publications (2015–2020), thus underlining a research interest toward sustainable management
of agricultural soil and the application of microbial inoculants. In the production and
application scenario, terms like “establishment” suggest new approaches for promoting
inoculant persistence, and thus the successful survival and growth of a microbial inoculant
after its introduction into the soil. Interestingly, in more recent papers, the term “soil”
appeared more frequently than before (i.e., “soil quality”, “soil fertility’, “agricultural soil”,
“rhizosphere soil”). Indeed, it is not surprising that “soil quality or fertility” is one of the
main targets in the application of microbial inoculants, since the way to move toward
more sustainable agriculture is to increase soil fertility, nutritional quality, and yield while
reducing the input of chemical fertilizers and/or pesticides [2,68]. It is no coincidence
that “sustainable agriculture” is located very close to “soil fertility and quality” terms
in the map, describing the recent research trends and the increasing attention paid to
sustainability. Furthermore, the appearance of “fungal strain” associated with the former
terms, also suggests the increased use of fungal inoculants, even if less than bacteria [69].
When considering the term map of the entire period (2000–2020), terms like “application”,
“treatment”, “inoculant”, “growth”, and “plant” showed higher occurrence, confirming
their relevance during the overall period. Moreover, terms like “biofertilizers”, “stability”,
and “field trials” were observed here while were hidden or poorly represented in the previous maps, thus indicating that more research should be focused on testing such products
in the field to achieve reliable and significant results under real conditions.
Most of the terms of the blue cluster converge toward technical and methodological
issues. More specifically, an emphasis on technology-driven aspects that take advantage
of PCR-based tools in exploiting bacterial genetic resources and community structure
emerges. However, in the early publications (2000–2014), poor attention has been paid in
monitoring soil microbiomes and exploring the interactions occurring between inoculants
and native soil microbial communities, even though it is well known that soil native microbiomes may affect the inoculant “establishment” [70]. On the other hand, most recent
papers (2015–2020) showed novel terms like “interaction” that have a co-occurrence with
“species”, “soil microbial community”, and “microbiome”, thus highlighting the strong
interaction between the inoculant and the native soil microbiome. It is also important to
note the higher occurrence of terms such as “bacterial diversity”. In fact, compared to
the early publications, it indicates the increasing attention paid to “microbial diversity”
and “ecosystem functioning”, with particular emphasis on belowground diversity [71].
As already observed in the red cluster, the term “soil” appeared much more frequently
than in the early period (i.e., “soil sample”, “soil microbial community”, “soil property”,
“bulk soil”), confirming its emerging role for the development of reliable and successful
soil microbial inoculants. In this scenario, it fits the increasing effort for the development
of a biodiversity-based soil management strategy that meets the need to better understand
a complex ecosystem belowground, where plants, soil, and microorganisms are considered as a unique “meta-organism”. In the last years, as microbial inoculants knowledge
matures and inoculants rapidly evolve, interacting with a plethora of microbes naturally
present in the host environment, it is particularly important to focus on the “interactome”
concept [72], as well as on plant-soil-microbe interactions. For example, the combined use
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of the recent “omics” technologies and high-throughput phenotyping could facilitate a
better understanding of the physiological and molecular mechanisms driving the plantsoil-microbe interactions and the application procedure of microbial inoculants in different
cropping systems.
In the green cluster, the terms that resulted mainly related to the successful development and application of microbial strains as inoculants, evidencing the most used ones
(PGPR, Pseudomonas, Enterobacter, Bacillus, etc.) for purposes other than agriculture.
In this sense, it was recently reported that the beginning of the PGPR research field has
witnessed the use of specific species/strains, later paving the way to the mixture of different bacterial species and raising new and more technical issues [38]. The occurrence
of terms like “consortia”, “isolate”, and “concentration” in the early publications of the
green cluster raises the question related to the use of “consortia” over the last decade rather
single inoculum, but also describes the “isolation” of microbial inoculant strains raising
the question of the “identification” discussed in depth by Bashan and co-workers [38,73].
Moreover, it is evident that bacteria represent the most used microbes for inoculant production. Then, there is the occurrence of the term “concentration”, that may refer to the
dose of specific microorganisms in the soil that may impact on the establishment and
functioning of inoculative species in the host soil, or to the concentration of contaminants
and toxic compounds to be (bio)-removed. Lastly, terms like “persistence” were observed,
thus highlighting the emerging need of detecting the persistence and the fate of microbial
inoculants in the soil since their application [11,31,35,74]. When looking at the green cluster,
“degradation”, “remediation,” and “persistence” terms exhibited an increasing occurrence
over time, thus suggesting to what extent the use of microbial inoculants is gaining successful results for environmental purposes and what is the emerging research trend that
goes beyond the production and application of microbial inoculants. Such terms also
indicate the increasing research moving forward a better understanding of the mechanism
of interaction of the microbial inoculants with the native soil microbiomes, the fate and
persistence of inoculants once added into the soil, and of the variety of potential microbes
to be used. Therefore, understanding of plant-soil-microbe interactions, together with
the persistence of microbial inoculants in soil, represents an important challenge for this
research topic and for facilitating the diffusion of these bio-products across the relevant
agricultural sectors, including organic farming [75]. For example, Trabelsi and co-workers
demonstrated that inoculation of PGPM affects several native soil microbes in different
ways [76]. However, very little is known on the effects of inoculant introduction on the
native soil microbial communities and the potential establishment of unexpected invasive
species with unknown consequences for local communities and their functions [11].
The microbial inoculants storytelling emerges, also analyzing the citation impacts over
time. In fact, more basic research topics tend to fall within the early publications, while
terms related to the recent advances were highly cited in the last period (2015–2020), pointing out highly cited topics from both the red cluster (i.e., “crop production”, “biofertilizer”,
“efficacy”, “sustainability”, “yield”, “pesticide”, “uptake”) and blue cluster (i.e., “relative
abundance”, “Verrucomicrobia”, “Acidobacteria”, “Actinobacteria”). Moreover, it is worth
noting that term citations describe the “hot” topics, and terms that have been most frequently used fall into the red (i.e., “microbial biomass”, “soil quality”, “sustainability”,
“pathogen”) and green clusters (i.e., “PAH degradation”, “isolate”, “remediation”), in
agreement with what was retrieved in the year citation map.
Overall, these results lead to better understand what is still needed to promote the
development and the application of microbial inoculants in agriculture. For example,
the impressive development of molecular and “omics” techniques occurred in the last
few years promoted both the selection and the characterization of many microbes with
agriculturally valuable functions. However, such approaches should be better integrated
and applied under a “field perspective”, thus providing useful knowledge for the development of both single-strain inoculants and synergistic consortia able to achieve reliable and
significant results under real conditions. Nevertheless, our data indicated an increasing
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attention paid to understand the interrelationship among microbial inoculants and native
soil microbiota, and this also appears by looking at terms like “community structure” or
“microbial biomass”.
4.3. Missing or Poorly Represented Research Topics
In addition to the relevant terms retrieved in the database, it is also important to
look at the “missing” or poorly represented terms. For example, our output reported a
low occurrence of publications describing failures of the experiments or negative results.
In fact, terms as “limits”, “failure”, “disadvantage”, etc., were not detected among the
relevant bibliographic records, thus overrepresenting the potential benefits of the microbial
inoculant applications compared to their limitations. However, this result is not surprising
and is in accordance with Bashan et al. [38]. In their paper, the authors recall the necessity
that scientific publications should also unravel the failure of the experiments, because while
extensive literature reports successful case studies of microbial inoculants application,
failures, or disadvantages are poorly published. This gap of knowledge might be one of
the reasons that have limited the overall comprehension of the real potential of microbial
inoculants so far, thus determining considerable barriers to the widespread use of such
products [33–36]. However, the poor reliability and difficulties assessing in-field success of
microbial inoculants may be due to several reasons. For example, although the importance
of soil ecology in inoculant survival has been established, most of research on soil microbial
inoculants continued to be focused on target functional traits observed in vitro or controlled
conditions, rather than establishment/survival traits and interactions with soil and its
native microbiome. In addition, our results suggest that such an integrated view has
not been sufficiently considered until recently. Moreover, terms related to the inoculant
production process (i.e., “fermentation”, “formulation”, “processes”, “additives”, etc.) are
also missing, representing another potential limitation to their wide application [38,77].
Nevertheless, the overall economic competitiveness of microbial inoculants based on the
overall up-stream and down-stream operational costs should be also considered [77].
Notably, terms related to “regulation” and “legislation” issues did not clearly emerge,
thus revealing a gap on the overall research trend which might explain the limited scientific
support to the regulatory implementation of this category of products. This may indicate
a poor interest of this scientific community in such aspects, but it may also be due to the
inconsistencies occurred in the definition of several microbial-based products, generally
defined with terms such as biofertilizers, bioinoculants, biostimulants, bioproducts, or
other terms frequently considered, rather inappropriately, as synonyms, as previously
reported by Malusà and Vassilev [7]. This hypothesis is also consistent with the high
number of redundant or similar terms used to refer to microbial-based products we found
during the analysis of the relevant terms retrieved from the bibliographic records of our
work (see also Section 2.1). This has created some confusion in both the scientific literature
and in the market of microbial-based products for plant nutrition and protection, thus
making much more complicated the definition of their regulatory framework. Actually,
the different regulatory processes and legal provisions defined for microbial biopesticides
and biostimulants or biofertilizers do not correspond to what happens in nature, where
many microorganisms can exhibit multifunctional properties or different properties under
different conditions.
5. Conclusions
This study highlighted the temporal evolution of the research topics related to the
use of microbial inoculants in agriculture along the last two decades and will be useful
toward projecting the future research on microbial inoculants and their application. In fact,
their importance in agriculture is dramatically increasing and agricultural microbial-based
products are among the fastest-growing industries globally. Our findings revealed the
multidisciplinary character of the research carried out on soil microbial inoculants during
the last two decades, with emphasis on the agricultural sector, but also environmental
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research, chemical compounds, and bioremediation. EU countries provided almost the 40%
of the overall publications, indicating European countries as research leaders in microbial
inoculants worldwide.
Overall, the terms retrieved by our research indicate that the scientific literature on
soil microbial inoculants may be conceptualized into three main thematic areas:
Use and application of microbial inoculants: Most of the research topics are focused
on microbial products developed for plant growth promotion and bioremediation purposes. Whereas the most recent literature focused the attention on soil and environmental
sustainability, the high occurrence of terms like “persistence” indicated the emerging need
for detecting and monitoring the persistence and the fate, respectively, of the microbial
inoculants applied to the soil.
Technical/methodological issues: PCR-based and “omics” tools were frequently used
for the selection and the characterization of many microbes with agriculturally valuable
functions. However, such approaches should be better integrated under a “field perspective”, thus providing useful knowledge for the development of microbial inoculants able to
achieve reliable and significant results under real conditions. Interestingly, among the latest
studies (2015–2020), an increasing attention was paid to address interactions occurring
between inoculants and native soil microbial communities.
Development of microbial inoculants: The earlier studies (2000–2014) were mainly
focused on single bacterial species/strain, whereas during the last decade, the research field
moved toward the use of microbial consortia, including fungi, which can provide functional
benefits over single-strain inoculants, but the development of synergistic consortia might
be complicated.
Nevertheless, our results also revealed the lack of relevant terms such as “failure”,
“disadvantage”, “inconsistency”, etc., thus indicating that such aspects have not been
sufficiently taken into account by scientists, and this is likely one of the reasons why the
success of most of the current microbial inoculants in the field remains unpredictable and
unreliable. Scientists should be encouraged to publish their successful experiments as
well as their failures. Of course, the uncertainness on the beneficial effects of microbial
inoculants is also related to the methodological approach used to select the microbial strains
and to the formulation process adopted for the production of the microbial inoculants.
Moreover, the low occurrence of terms related to “regulation” and “legislation” issues
revealed a gap on the overall research trend which might likely explain the limited scientific
support to the regulatory implementation of this category of products. Thus, further
effort should be made in order to improve the use and efficacy of microbial inoculants,
considering their application as a common task for agriculture. For this purpose, it is
essential to ultimately understand how such inoculants interact with soil and its native
microbiota, as well as the key processes regulating the plant-soil-microbe interactions
across different cropping systems and soil types. It has been proposed to exploit the “soil
holobiont” through an approach similar to the one used in the Human Microbiome Project.
In fact, considering the similar colonization and establishment strategies adopted by the
human gut and rhizosphere microbiomes, promising strategies for the exploitation of soil
microbial inoculants appeared based on prebiotic, probiotic, symbiotic, and postbiotic
products [77]. An example of such effort is represented by the EXCALIBUR project, entitled
“Exploiting the multifunctional potential of belowground biodiversity in the horticultural
farming” (www.excaliburproject.eu) funded by the H2020 Programme of the European
Commission (grant n. 817946), which plans to test new multifunctional microbial inoculants
(bio-inocula) and bio-effectors on three model crops (tomato, apple, strawberry) under
different experimental and open-field conditions across Europe, thus aiming to deepen
the knowledge on interactions between plant, soil, micro-, meso-, and macro-organisms,
and the links and dynamics between native soil biodiversity and agricultural practices.
The project aims to provide all the information on fermentation, formulation consortia,
and plant-soil-microbe interactions that other authors in their recent issues [38,75] have
encouraged to be given.
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Overall, this knowledge will be used to create a predictive model and innovative
tools to help farmers optimize application methods of the microbial inoculants in a certain
environment, according to the native soil biodiversity and features. Thus, integrating such
a microbiome-driven soil management strategy in precision farming will be a promising
approach for the future.
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